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CONSUMER SURPLUS
Subsidized rides, subsidized delivery, diseconomic growth = win for the customer



BY DEFAULT, NOT DESIGN
Survival Mode ≠ Growth Mindset



NEW GROWTH: ZERO SUM?
GrubHub just launched "MasterChef Table"



A MINDSET SHIFT
Each element of the off-premise guest experience needs to be reimagined without 
conventional constraints; we must intentionally disrupt our own operations, and look 
globally for inspiration

COMING 
SOON...

89% of Chinese restaurants report partnering with 
Meituan for delivery fulfillment

62% of Chinese consumers are ordering 3rd party 
delivery at least once/week

88%
of Chinese respondents in a recent survey 
indicated they would pay a premium for 
environmentally friendly food containers

Source: Statista Survey, March 2022



CHANGE IS ACCELERATING
There is no "return to normal" coming...



OFF PREMISE > ON SITE
In a recent "State of Online Ordering" report published by DoorDash, it's clear that US 
Consumers' behaviors have continued to shift towards off-premise

In Februar
y2022...

79% of US Consumers report ordering for pick up in 
the last month

69% of US Consumers report ordering delivery in the 
last month

60%
of US Consumers report dining at a restaurant in 
the last month

Source: DoorDash, May 2022



OFF-PREMISE = "PRIMARY"
Finding arbitrage in an era of digital adoption means treating your "digital storefront" with 
the same priority as traditional QSR drive-thrus

YESTERDAY TOMORROW



CONTENT, NOT COSTS
Traditional expenses need to be thought of as "content", and the historical prime cost 
standards need to be thrown out in favor of driving revenue + overall satisfaction

27%
Increase in price customers indicated they were 
willing to pay for the same product in premium 
packaging vs. plain/unmarked pizza box

80% of customers who purchased in this box posted 
photos on Instagram (in the BOX!)

54% of customers indicated they would pay more for 
upgraded packaging in general (including 70%+ 
of Millennials + Gen Z)

Source: Livit Design/Ben Calleja



PRODUCTIVITY, NOT PERCENT
Human capital (labor) models need to be reimaged through updated productivity 
metrics; managing to labor % is no longer an option

1M+ fewer restaurant jobs filled than pre-pandemic 
levels with record low unemployment

~9 fewer hourly employees (6.2 BOH; 2.8 FOH) per 
location in casual dining brands than 2019 levels

48% of restaurant employees have indicated they 
have already changed industries or would like to 
do so



INNOVATION, NOT IMITATION
Lean into the tech-enabled features and partners that "fix" some of the biggest 
headaches of off-premise execution

38%
of consumers report choosing 
pickup over delivery because they 
can get their food faster

22%
wanted to be able to verify order 
accuracy for themselves, and if 
necessary, resolve the issue

56%
were already nearby, or just 
wanted to get out of their house 
anyway

Source: DoorDash, May 2022



OPPORTUNITY, NOT OBSTACLES
This is our chance to rebuild an entire industry and business model with the benefit of 
learnings from the crucible of COVID-era operations and the passion of an industry that 
employs 10% of America.

DESIGN, NOT DEFAULT
THE OFF-PREMISE EXPERIENCE IS DIGITAL, AND IT MUST HAPPEN ON PURPOSE.

FIND THE ARBITRAGE
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE CHANCE TO REIMAGINE BROKEN STRUCTURES

SHIFT YOUR MINDSET
DISRUPTION REQUIRES THE COURAGE TO TEAR DOWN WHAT YOU'VE BUILT UP



THANK YOU


